Unroll Terratame2

39.4" (100 cm)
19.7" (50 cm)
15.75" (40 cm)
31.5" (80 cm)

U-Pin (or other anchor) securing biodegradable mat per manufacturer’s spacing recommendation.

Recommended: Biodegradeable rolled erosion control system (coconut or straw mat).

Wood or paper cellulose mulch to manufacturer’s recommended depth.

Seed mixture and topsoil, 5mm (3/16 in) above Terratame2.

Terratame2. Void spaces filled with 70:30 sand to topsoil blend.

Recommended: 2 cm (3/4in) 70:30 sand to topsoil blend.

Recommended for parking applications: Geogrid.

Secure Terratame2 with U-pins Flush with the surface.

Existing soil, leveled.

TERRATAME2 FOR A NEWLY PREPARED SITE

Ground reinforcement for parking or other turf protection use in newly prepared sites
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